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Will inflation finally get coupled to growth ?
An after-summer certainty is that global economic growth is alive and kicking. In the United States, the unemployment rate is below the full employment threshold. It is approaching it in the Eurozone, which comes as a surprise to more than one observer. In Japan, the ratio of job offers to applicants has never been higher. In Emerging
countries too, the recovery is back. Still, in this cheerful scenario of vivid growth, inflation is nowhere to be seen.
Indeed, central bankers worry about its absence, speak of "enigma" and "puzzle". We shall see why. Growth, and
no inflation: the “not too hot, not too cold” scenario of Goldilocks plays out again? Yes, certainly. But to be true,
such a dream macro framework for risky assets cannot be sustained without the support of central banks. And by
the way, they are bound to be less accommodating in the future.

Growth, again and again
Painting a better picture for the world economy than
the current one could prove somewhat difficult, as
pleasing news abounds, including in countries where
the recovery has lagged so far, like the euro area or
some emerging countries.

1. Purchasing manager’s indexes point to growth

As illustrated in Chart 1, the key indicator of the Purchasing Manager Indices (PMIs) is well above the
threshold of 50, which is synonymous with marked
and overall growth. Some countries such as India and
Brazil play laggards, but the leading indicators are
auspicious for the return to growth.
In the United States, the unemployment rate is now
below its full employment threshold, despite a drop
in job creation in September, following the hurricanes that hit the east coast. Consumer confidence is
approaching the peak recorded in the "New Economy" wave of the 1990s.
In the Eurozone, we can speak of “Europhoria”, to
quote a term coined by the chief economist of the European Central Bank during the summer. As evidenced by the continuing decline in the unemployment rate from its peak to 12% in 2013. With an unemployment rate of some 9%, we could argue that
the term "euphoria" might seem a bit exaggerated?
We should keep in mind that in the Eurozone, the
Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment
(NAIRU) is at 8.6%, nearly double its equivalent in
the United States. We are thus theoretically close to
the "inflationary" threshold of the unemployment
rate in the Eurozone.

2. Even in Europe, unemployment is approaching its full employment threshold

In the rest of the world, growth is either strong, as in
China, or in clear recovery mode, as in Japan and other BRIC countries.

Desperately waiting for inflation
In his “Lettres de mon Moulin”, Alphonse Daudet tells
us about this young peasant, who tries to marry a
fickle young woman in Arles. Alas, she will not come
to the wedding and since then, the expression “jouer
l’arlesienne” has entered the French language to designate a person or thing that one hopes desperately
but never arrives.
Inflation is the great miss in the couple with growth
that economists have been predicting since economic
science exists. We see four reasons to it.

3. Automation: according to a recent study by the
World Trade Organization, 80% of job losses in the
manufacturing sector are due to innovation, automation and new technologies. Employment losses in the
manufacturing sector are in line with this finding: in
20 years, this sector has lost 35% of jobs, and even
45% in the United Kingdom. These jobs have migrated to the service sector, which is much less unionized
than the manufacturing sector. Hence, the absence of
wage demands, even when jobseekers hold the knife
by the handle, is easily explained.
4. Full employment ... is an estimation ! The NAIRU is
a concept, an estimate. Like potential GDP, it can give
very different results depending on the methods
used. For example, the OECD reports a full swing return to full employment right after the Great Recession of 2008, while the IMF calculates that this
threshold has only been reached since the beginning
of this year. The difficulty of defining an overheating
economy could explain the lack of inflationary pressures.

Disappointed central bankers
Whether in the United States or in Europe, the governors of the central banks do not hide their perplexity
in the face of this lack of inflation. The Fed refers to
this as an “error of judgment”, an “unpleasant surprise”, while the ECB talks about a "big enigma" when
referring to underlying inflation hovering around
1.2% (curve in red on Chart 3).

3. Inflation, nowhere to be seen in the Euro zone

1. The feeling of insecurity among workers: in a 1997
speech, the then Central Bank President Alan Greenspan made no bones about his surprise at the low
level of inflation in the United States, then in a full
economic boom. His explanation? A survey of large
US companies showed that their employees were
even less confident about keeping their jobs than in
1991 when the US economy was in recession. Today,
this feeling of insecurity persists, despite an even
lower unemployment rate than in 1997.
2. Globalization: the fact that the United States or Europe is in full employment does not necessarily lead
to overheating in a world where world trade has so
far been the pillar of growth.

The central question is why the lack of inflation is a
problem for Central Banks. A priori, this lack of infla-

tion should be good news for all those who, like us,
scrutinize the central banks to predict the degree of
monetary restriction, both in the United States and
Europe.

Currently at 3%, our global inflation indicator is not
in "bubble" territory, but we must remain attentive as
5. Global inflation: a good way to prevent financial crises

To be true, this absence poses a double problem. On
the one hand, it keeps the real burden of government
debt at high levels and, on the other hand, it pushes
Central Banks to a "laissez faire" which could expose
them later to criticism for not tackling the formation
of speculative bubbles on the financial markets.
Central banks generally do not like to tighten their
policy because of a marked inflation ... on the price of
assets. They should be more wary about it: history
shows that most economic crises often find their
roots in financial markets. As such, studying the evolution of housing prices is a good way of measuring
the excessive enthusiasm of individuals for risk and
debt. For this reason, we have constructed a "global"
inflation indicator, which is composed of 70%
"traditional" inflation (the underlying inflation of the
core PCE used by the Fed for its target of 2%) and
30% of the real estate price. In the United States, real
estate prices have returned to the levels they experienced prior to the 2008 crisis. In the Euro zone, they
are even slightly higher, as shown in Chart 4.
4. Real estate prices: back to square one

to its future development.
The other risk factor for a correction of financial markets is of course the impact on long-term interest
rates resulting both from the imminent normalization
of the Fed's balance sheet and the tapering of the
ECB. A recent study by the Fed points to an estimated
100 basis points rise in the yield of 10 year government bonds. A year ago, we identified the threshold
of 4 to 4.5% for this very yield as a risk zone for the
American stock market, in that it would have marked
the end of the TINA ("There Is No Alternative") phenomenon, where investors invest in stocks for lack of
alternative in bonds. Given the rising stock market
price since 12 months ago, our pivotal bond yield has
dropped to 3.5% - 4% today.
The current macroeconomic framework is not to displease investors ... in risky assets. But we should keep
a close eye on the Fed and other central banks. Compared to the current yield level of US 10-year bonds,
the 3.5% - 4% threshold is a little more than ... 100
points!

By setting a threshold of 4% for this inflation composite, we get a good signal of a preventive tightening of
monetary policy in the United States, before the
crashes of the US Stock Exchange of 1987, 2000 and
2007.

Michel Girardin, Senior Economic Advisor
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Investment Policy
Money-market and fixed-income

Commodities

After a summer marked by growing tensions between North Korea and the United States, economic
fundamentals returned to the fore in September.
Global growth momentum is still solid in developed
economies and is accelerating in emerging economies. Despite sluggish US inflation figures, the Fed is
sticking to its objective of gradually normalizing its
monetary policy and is beginning to shrink its balance sheet. Sovereign bond yields rebounded to
about 2.45% in the case of the US 10-year yield and
0.45% for the 10-year Bund. Low duration (3.5
years) and average credit risk (BBB to BB) in our
bond portfolio protect us against higher rates while
continuing to offer attractive spreads. We are sticking
to the same allocation in our balanced portfolio, i.e.
9% investment grade bonds, 16% high yield bonds,
and 3% convertible bonds.

We remain neutral on commodities and are retaining
our 3% position in gold.

Equities
Amidst a favorable economy and low interest rates,
the environment remains promising for global equities. US valuations are clearly excessive, but any
Trump administration tax reform approved by Congress, even a small one, would have a positive impact
on corporate earnings and would therefore provide
support for indices. We continue to overweight equities by 5% in our balanced portfolio (50%). We prefer the euro zone (19%) to the US (16%) and remain
bullish on Japan (6%), whose growth momentum is
accelerating, driven by domestic demand and a
booming labor market. Among emerging markets
(6%) we are overweighting China, India, Korea and
Brazil. Our sector allocation overweights techs, financials, consumer cyclicals and industrials.

Currencies
The economic upturn and the return to some political
cohesion within the euro zone have boosted the euro
since the French elections last May. The euro gained
more than 10% during the review period, as the US
dollar was held back by surprisingly weak inflation
figures in a context of political instability and inertia
in the USA. While spreads are likely to widen, due to
monetary policy differences between the US and continental Europe, the dollar’s weakness may be more
structural than expected and could go on. We will not
hesitate to close out our long position on any movement by the dollar towards the $1.15/euro zone.
Outlook
The IMF’s recent 2018 projections are for 3.8% global growth and a 1.9% increase in consumer prices in
developed economies. The global recovery has been
deemed incomplete as it is very lackluster, due to the
aging of the population, weak productivity gains, and
the failure of wages to accelerate. Average annual
growth of 1.4% is projected out to 2022 in developed
economies, vs. 2.2% between 1996 and 2005. In light
of the above, the central banks should opt for a gradual process of normalizing monetary policies, to keep
from undermining the recovery and to prevent turmoil on the financial markets. A scenario of very
gradual increases in interest rates appears to be
looming, which makes above-average risk-taking in
the portfolios an even better idea, at least as long as
corporate earnings continue improving.

Armand du Pontavice, CIO
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